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Poptropica cheats reality tv wild safari

Hey, Poptropicans! We know that many of you have been diving into our latest Bananza Island minigame, Reality TV: Wild Safari! So here are some tips and tricks on how to MASTER even the hard way! First of all, did you know that you can change the difficulty? You may have lost, but after choosing your opponents,
Jim will probably ask if you're ready to go! Your choice from this menu will determine whether you will play the challenges in Easy, Medium or Hard mode. Choose wisely, and work your way up! Deep Dive... I'm a little bad at Deep Dive, I'm not going to lie. If you find yourself falling behind, keep an eye on the other
players. They will always take the most direct route to the next set of airbubbles. Give these pesky jams a wiiiiide cradle, and MASH THAT MOUSE BUTTON. So you knew that at Cheetah Run, you can jump not once. Not twice. But five times before you need to touch the ground again? This will help you make sure that
you can overcome the higher obstacles in your way. Look at you meerkats. Last but certainly not least, the Spear Launch. I'm definitely better at this one. Maybe it's the lovely baby elephant in the background, Idk. Two main things here: wind speed, and hit that bar in the middle of the power meter! The wind determines
how much your spear will be pushed left and right. The power meter determines how high or low your boom is launched. You always want to hit the middle for maximum accuracy. And don't forget that each 10-point target gets smaller the more you enter the challenge! If you have any sweet tips from Wild Safari, leave
them in the comments! Also definitely let us know what other types of Island Stuff you would like to see here! Have you ever wanted to be the star of a reality show? Well, now's your chance! Duke up with your fellow competitors and avoid elimination to win the program's grand prize and become a hero for your
hometown in the online virtual world, Reality TV Island. PART ONE: Joining Reality TV Reality TV Island is all about winning lots of mini-games. But how do we get there? Follow these instructions and you will be there in no time! First, go slightly to the left and enter Mike's Market. At Mike's Market, go right and click the
guy for the Fresh Donuts. He's going to run away, dropping a booklet. Take it; It's your way of getting into the show. You have your first item, a tabloid. A photo of Bucky Lucas is on the cover, which is a famous celebrity on this island. Examine the tabloid and tear up the application. (Note a number of Papa Pete's Pizza
below the App. You'll need it later in the plot.) Get off the market. Now go left and enter the motel. Click the article on the wall, and it's about I highlighted the important facts: he stayed in room 52 and ordered Pizza. If you read the tabloid, it says Lucas stayed in room 4B. You know what that means! Time to go to room
52! 52! Not yet... Go to the right and get a pen first. Next to the pen is a phone. Remember Papa Pete's Pizza? Dial at this number: 555-7383E delivered to ROOM 4B. A lady pizza will arrive when you leave the hotel. She says she forgot her room and you offer to give it to her. Take the pizza and enter room 4B. When
you come in, go right. Guess what? It's bucky Lucas! Talk to him, tell him that You could actually use the Grand Prix (The last option). He will then give you a postage stamp. Heh oops. Now fill out the form. Use the stamp and fill out a random description using your pen. Get out of the motel, go until you get to TV Mundo.
Insert it, climb until you reach the big-screen TV at the top. Click it to change the channel, and an address will appear. Bingo! Go a little to the right, click the mailbox and submit your request. You're on the show! Get in the helicopter! PART TWO: WIN REALITY TV ISLAND I'll do this different part. Below, I'll show you
how to win each mini-game. Good luck! Reality TV is a set of 7 random mini-games (14 different mini-games). At the end of each, you can choose to vote which character to leave the island. TIP: Vote for a character who constantly tries to vote for you or vote for the person who came in second. ON THE LINE:Difficulty:
***This is difficult, since it is half luck. Click to drop your hook, click again to scroll. GLIDER HANG:Difficulty: * Make sure your character follows your mouse. Just navigate around every obstacle! GEYSER GUESS: Difficulty: ????? This is all luck! Click on a random geyser and hope you don't get blown up! BALANCED
DIET:Difficulty: ***Just keep the cursor near the center. It gets harder over time. KNOCKOUT:Difficulty: * or **Sling your stone on other boards. Top row = advantage. Be careful, a little tug can sling the high stone. Your health is at the top. SHUFFLEBOARD:Difficulty: ** or ***This is curling, with controls like Knockout.
Drag your disk and try to put it in the center. Remember, a tug takes you not far, but a long attraction takes you too far. Do it right. TIP: When your disc is on a wall, jump off the wall to hit another disc and approach the center. SHOT PUT:Difficulty: *** Click to choose power and angle. It's all a matter of time! You only
have one chance! TOTEM HOP:Difficulty: *Jump around, but make sure you don't jump on shaking totems. This is also easy, because if you jump on a tremendous, you still have a chance to jump. BOULDER PUSH:Difficulty: *Just keep clicking! You'll make it soon. yes, my fingers got tired after that. WATER
RACE:Difficulty: ****I absolutely hated this (since I never got there before, haha). He me off because balance is what it's all about. Run fast to water and care care the boar. When you pick up the water, jump carefully (short arrows) so that the water does not spill. But most importantly, the BOAR! POLE CLIMB:Difficulty: *
This is by far the easiest I've ever done. It might be harder for you. Jump from pole to pole when you see a coconut coming down from your pole! COCONUT CAPTURE:Difficulty: ***My tip is to stay a little close to the tree. The monkey throws coconuts and bombs. Jump when everyone jumped, and move your cursor
when you're in the air. Watch out for the bombs, although they don't deduct points. TURTLE SHELL TOSS:Difficulty: **It's all about accuracy. As a shot put, aim with your cursor and time. Try to get to the last shell. If not, try not to miss any. It counts if you reach the limit. MOUNTAIN RACE:Difficulty: **It's all about
reactions! Bring your cursor closer to your character. Click to jump and click down when something is coming up from you! Drag your cursor back and forth to accelerate/slow down. If you win all 7 mini-games in a row... You get your island medallion! Congratulations! Mine says twice a winner since I've completed this
island twice. Welcome to a world where everyone is addicted to television... and one show in particular. This is Reality TV Island, a reality show in which seven contestants compete in deadly games for a week, until only one remains! You will be in this program, competing for the grand prize, and Poptrickia is here to help
you with that! Reality TV Let's get this show on the road! Start by going left and to Mike's Market when you arrive on the island. Go right, go through the carts, and wake up the guy reading. It will zoom out of the scene, leaving you alone with the tabloid. Collect it and examine it. Click on the Reality TV island app to rip it
off. Then get out of the store and go to TV Land. Enter and click on any screen to change the channel. Sit through the entire ad until he gives you the address: 123 Star Avenue, Hollywood. No need to memorize it; is already written on your form. Now get out of the building and go to the Wayside Motel. Once inside the
motel office, you'll see a newspaper clipping on the wall. Go tell me how much the famous reality tv star Bucky Lucas likes pizza. Open your tabloid again and go to the second page. Note papa Pete's pizza number. Go to the right and click the phone on the table. Dial 555-PETE (or 555-7383.) Make sure you deliver it to
Motel Room 4B. Go outside, and you'll find out that the delivery man forgot his room number. Offer to take the pizza, and he will be relieved to be able to go home and watch TV. Then knock on the door to apartment 4B (next to the stairs on the left side.) Go right, past the plasma screen TELEVISION, and into the
second room. Talk to Bucky Lucas, and give him the pizza. Talk to him a little more, and he give you a stamp stamp email in your application. Take the form and enter whatever you want inside. It doesn't have to make sense! Then go out and all the way to the right of the island. Click the mailbox to submit your app. The
next day... Alive! You're on the show! Hop on your personal helicopter, and read the instructions. Reality TV is a game full of impossible things in reality, but it's fun anyway! You are playing for seven days against seven other six competitors. Every day, you'll play a different game, and whoever wins will be immune from
being eliminated that night. At the end of each day, you (and all other competitors) will be able to vote for someone outside the program. If they get more votes than anyone, then they're off the show! The last competition is different from the others because the winner of the game will be the winner of the tournament! In
the penultimate, there is a guarantee that the person you have chosen will be eliminated (but only if you win.) You will only have to play seven (half) of the following games in any tournament. The games are quite simple and self-explanatory, and you can easily beat the island on your first attempt. But I have help and tips
for all the challenges anyway... Balanced diet [middle] As the brown dot (top of the pole) moves, move the cursor toward the opposite side of the circle to keep it centered. Avoid quick movements, or the pole will fall! Keep your mouse inside the white guide circle. Boulder Push [easy] Just click as fast as you can; I can't
help you much here! If you can, connect as many USB computer mice as you can find and then click all of them at the same time. Coco Toss [hard] It's wiser to stay to the left of the area where the coconuts are being thrown away. Focus more on collecting groups of three than the only ones, and avoid collecting bombs.
Get out of the fight when you get really crazy, the most usually there will be a lot of competition! Geyser Guess [hard] That's just guessing, and I can't help you at all here! While statistically it's a good idea to switch to the latest geyser or geyser that has erupted more so far, keep in mind that the same geyser can erupt
twice in a row! Asso delta [easy] Move the mouse out of the game window, to the top, where are the logo and poptropic tabs. As easy as stealing candy from a child. Note: Using the Minimizer Store item won't help here. Knockout [medium] Always aim for the board that is less broken. Pull back about half to lower plates,
and all the way up the bottom notch to the top line. Mountain Race [hard] Avoid the rocks as you run up hill. Running further to the right (higher) is a big plus, even if you are hit once or twice. Instead of dodging, keep your Above the player to be ready to jump and just move from side to side to avoid the falling ones. On
the Line Line As soon as your line approaches a fish's mouth, it will be rolled automatically. Or, you can time your click so that it climbs in time to hit a fish, which you will probably have to do. Shallow catches save a lot of valuable time! Climb [middle] Click and hold briefly to the right or left to avoid falling coconuts. I
recommend staying on the left, two poles or two poles more on the right. It can get difficult when you're near the top, where coconuts fall unexpectedly and there's very little time to think! Shot placed [medium] Shoot to an angle of 45 degrees. Click again when the power meter is almost full. Shuffleboard [hard] Select a
long shot (long arrow) for the first shot, or deposit it sharply on one side to turn your opponents around. Don't shoot too hard when you're near the center. Another strategy is to dance around the circle to the last corner, and then drive it straight in. Turtle Shell Toss [easy] Aim in the center of the palm tree in the
background to get 20 points every time. Totem Jump [medium] When one totem starts shaking, jump to another! Avoid jumping into the highest totem as you can get stuck there. It is wiser to jump on newer totems as they are less likely to fall early. Water Run [hard] Just jump from the safe pedestals to wild boars in the
middle when the boar passes and, whatever it does, avoid the boar! Try to fill your jug to the top all the time. Challenges don't necessarily have to happen in this order. If you are near the end (the 6th or 7th day), and you come across face to face with a difficult game like Water Run or a guessing game like Geyser
Guess, then you can reload the page or exit and restart the browser window in the middle of the difficult challenge without saving. This will take you back to the day you were before, and will give poptropica a chance to choose another game for you. This can be very useful at times! You can also beat this island more
than once (I'm a 20-time winner!) winner!)
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